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 According to Homeland Security Today, the Department of Homeland Security has made 
strides in utilizing inspection technology and equipment, encouraging stakeholders to assist 
in securing the supply chain, and enhancing cooperation among law enforcement agencies 
at ports of entry. However, significant challenges remain, according to the co-chairman of 
the House Subcommittee on Border, Maritime, and Global Counterterrorism, which held a 
hearing late last week on “Cargo Security at Land Ports of Entry: Are We Meeting the 
Challenge?” (See item 21) 

 The New York Times reported on October 25 that the U.S. President has declared the 
swine flu outbreak a national emergency, allowing hospitals and local governments to 
speedily set up alternate sites for t
House said. (See item 32) 
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Energy Sector 

Current Electricity Sector Threat Alert Levels: Physical: ELEVATED, 
Cyber: ELEVATED 
Scale: LOW, GUARDED, ELEVATED, HIGH, SEVERE [Source: ISAC for the Electricity Sector (ES-ISAC) - 
[http://www.esisac.com]  
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1. October 26, Reuters – (International) Protesters scale UK’s Didcot power plant 
chimney. Environmental campaigners climbed the chimney of the UK’s Didcot power 
station on October 26, but had no impact on production, a spokesman for the UK unit 
of German utility RWE said. About 20 protesters got into the power station site in 
Oxfordshire on October 26 and shut it down, according to the Camp for Climate Action 
group, a claim denied by the plant operator. German utility E.ON said this month it 
would shelve plans for a new coal-fired power plant at its Kingsnorth power station in 
Kent which has been the focus of environmental protest over the last few years. “Since 
E.ON shelved their plans to build a new coal plant at Kingsnorth this month, we 
realized N-Power is the new frontline,” one of the protesters said in a statement. 
“We’re going to stay here until they say they’ll stop building new coal plants. We know 
that might take a while but we’re patient.” Data from National Grid shows two of the 
four coal-fired units at the plant were still running late on the morning of October 26, 
with another already on a planned outage. A fourth 485-megawatt generation unit 
tripped on October 26 morning due to a “technical issue,” the spokesman said. “It has 
nothing to do with the protest,” he said. The protesters, which split into two groups — 
one scaling the chimney and another trying to stop coal from being fed into the plant — 
say they have enough food and water to stay in place for weeks and plan to starve the 
plant of fuel. The RWE spokesman said there were already stocks of coal in the plant 
and that the company could switch to burning more gas if it were to run out. 
Source: http://www.reuters.com/article/environmentNews/idUSTRE59P26X20091026 

2. October 25, Florence Times Daily – (Alabama) Outage hits 15,000 
customers. Approximately 15,000 customers in the Florence and Killen areas of 
Alabama were without power between 6-7:30 a.m. on October 24 after a protective 
relay tripped at the substation behind Logan’s Roadhouse in Florence. That is the point 
where TVA transfers power to the city utilities department. Florence Utilities said the 
load was transferred to other sources and would be repaired later in the week after the 
substation is inspected. He said about half of the city was affected by the outage, 
including most of Cox Creek Parkway to the Shoal Creek area. 
Source: 
http://www.timesdaily.com/article/20091025/ARTICLES/910255038/1011/NEWS?Titl
e=News-Briefs- 

3. October 24, Thibodaux Daily Comet – (Louisiana) Agencies responding to LA oil 
spill. The Coast Guard says it is helping coordinate cleanup of a 200-gallon oil spill in 
a marsh near the Port Sulfur High School. The spill was reported on October 23, and 
the Coast Guard says an investigation team responding found the spilled crude along 
about 3,000 feet of shoreline. The Coast Guard attributes the south Louisiana spill to 
high tides that caused oil to spew from a hole in an abandoned wellhead. The Coast 
Guard says an official for the state will assess the wellhead on October 26 and make 
plans to secure the hole. The Coast Guard and state Department of Natural Resources 
are overseeing the cleanup from the shoreline. The Coast Guard says a company hired 
for the cleanup work has been encircling the wellhead with absorbent materials and 
containment boom. 
Source: http://www.dailycomet.com/article/20091024/APN/910241451 

http://www.reuters.com/article/environmentNews/idUSTRE59P26X20091026
http://www.timesdaily.com/article/20091025/ARTICLES/910255038/1011/NEWS?Title=News-Briefs-
http://www.timesdaily.com/article/20091025/ARTICLES/910255038/1011/NEWS?Title=News-Briefs-
http://www.dailycomet.com/article/20091024/APN/910241451
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4. October 24, United Press International – (National) EPA agrees to mercury rules 
deadline. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has agreed to issue rules 
covering power plants’ mercury emissions by 2011, documents indicate. A consent 
decree filed on October 22 in U.S. District Court in Washington detailed an agreement 
with environmentalists and public health groups in which EPA officials agreed to a 
November 16, 2011, deadline to close longstanding gaps in its regulation of mercury 
and other toxic substances from coal- or oil-burning power plants, The New York 
Times reported. Less than one-third of U.S. coal-burning power plants have basic 
“scrubbers” for such pollution, in which tiny particles of mercury, arsenic, beryllium, 
cadmium, chromium, dioxins and other toxic substances are thrown into the 
atmosphere, the Natural Resources Defense Council told the Times. But energy 
industry groups and big electricity consumers are likely to challenge the rules emerging 
from the consent decree in court, the newspaper said. A member of the Electric 
Reliability Coordinating Council reportedly warned that forcing utilities to speed up 
their ongoing efforts to cut mercury emissions would raise electricity costs and send 
pollution-producing manufacturing activities overseas. 
Source: http://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2009/10/24/EPA-agrees-to-mercury-rules-
deadline/UPI-28661256405293/ 

5. October 23, Associated Press – (North Dakota) Storage tanks at Bakken Wells 
emitting natural gas. Companies tapping the rich Bakken shale and the formation 
below it in western North Dakota have reported excessive natural gas emissions from 
oil storage tanks and are working to burn or capture it, state and industry officials say. 
The finding was surprising, and officials said it was unique to the Bakken formation, 
though they were not sure why. “We haven’t measured any affect on North Dakota’s 
air quality from it,” said the director of the state Department of Mineral Resources. “I 
think it’s a fairly easy problem to solve.” A manager of permitting and compliance for 
the state Health Department, said oil companies notified state and federal regulators in 
May that untreated natural gas was being discharged from oil storage tanks at some 
well sites. The gas is a byproduct of the oil production process and is unique to high-
quality crude from the Bakken shale and the Three Forks-Sanish formation directly 
below it, he said. North Dakota’s oil patch has nearly 4,550 producing oil wells, 
including 1,700 Bakken wells and about 200 wells aimed at the Three Forks-Sanish 
formation below the Bakken, he said. Machines called “heater-treaters” are used at well 
sites to remove gas and water from crude to improve its quality. It was at the storage 
tanks for processed oil that companies detected the leaking gas. State and federal 
regulators have tested dozens of Bakken wells, measuring the release of hydrocarbons. 
Rules also are being crafted to monitor air quality at the well sites. The operations 
manager for Whiting Petroleum Corp’s already has retrofitted its oil storage tanks to 
capture or flare the raw natural gas for the Bakken oil storage tanks. “We will capture it 
99 percent of the time,” he said. The state Health Department, hopes most companies 
will capture and sell the natural gas instead of flaring it. It would cost between $15,000 
to $50,000 to upgrade a storage tank to burn or capture the natural gas.  
Source: http://cbs4denver.com/local/Storage.tanks.at.2.1267527.html 

http://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2009/10/24/EPA-agrees-to-mercury-rules-deadline/UPI-28661256405293/
http://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2009/10/24/EPA-agrees-to-mercury-rules-deadline/UPI-28661256405293/
http://cbs4denver.com/local/Storage.tanks.at.2.1267527.html
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6. October 23, Press-Enterprise – (California) Two hurt in underground explosion. At 
least two people have been hurt and some 2,100 electrical customers are without power 
in San Bernardino, California on October 23 after what emergency personnel are 
characterizing as an explosion in an underground vault, Southern California Edison 
officials say. The blackout was reported at 12:06 p.m. near Waterman Avenue and 
Ninth Street. “I do understand that traffic is snarled because (traffic) signals aren’t 
working,” said an Edison spokesman. Waterman Avenue has been blocked to traffic 
between Seventh and Ninth Street, police say. And Ninth Street is closed between 
Waterman Avenue and Sierra Way. Reports from the scene indicated that Edison 
officials were preparing to re-energize at least some electrical circuits. 
Source: 
http://www.pe.com/localnews/inland/stories/PE_News_Local_S_webexplode.27e0f55.
html 

[Return to top]  

Chemical Industry Sector 

7. October 26, Idaho State Journal – (Idaho) Crews train for chemical spill. The fire 
chief of Chubbuck, Idaho said Saturday’s simulated chemical spill at the Tessenderlo 
Kerley chemical plant in Arbon Valley gave local hazardous materials crews an 
opportunity to work out some kinks in their overall battle plan and coordination efforts, 
preparing them should the real thing occur. “It wasn’t a complete failure and it wasn’t a 
complete success,” he said. “We learned a lot about how much we can do and what 
things we need to work on.” In the manufactured scenario, a truck suffered ruptured 
valves that caused a chemical spill and a noxious gas situation that injured two people. 
Crews were required not only to handle the spill, but to also aid injured individuals. 
Among those participating in the drill that was administrated by the local office of the 
Bureau of Homeland Security, were the Chubbuck Fire Department, the Fort Hall Fire 
Department, the Pocatello Fire Department and the Power County EMS. 
Source: http://www.idahostatejournal.com/articles/2009/10/26/news/breaking/12.txt 

8. October 26, Occupational Health and Safety – (National) Cell-All could put chemical 
sensors everywhere. New technology to add chemical sensing capabilities to cell 
phones that developed by three researchers as first-generation laboratory prototypes 
was demonstrated at the San Diego State University (SDSU) Regional Technology 
Monday. This program, named Cell-All, “is designed to provide greater detection 
capabilities in areas where people congregate,” according to the announcement from 
the U.S. Department of Homeland Security’s (DHS) Science and Technology 
Directorate. “The concept allows for chemical agent detectors to ultimately be 
everywhere where there are cellular telephones. At the option of the cell phone owner, 
the GPS in the phone could provide sensor location information to emergency 
operation centers. While still years from implementation, researchers are working on 
the proof of concept before attempting full-scale miniaturization. This demonstration 
will provide a look at the state of the science to date.” Taking part will be 
representatives of the DHS Science & Technology Homeland Security Advanced 

http://www.pe.com/localnews/inland/stories/PE_News_Local_S_webexplode.27e0f55.html
http://www.pe.com/localnews/inland/stories/PE_News_Local_S_webexplode.27e0f55.html
http://www.idahostatejournal.com/articles/2009/10/26/news/breaking/12.txt
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Research Projects Agency (HSARPA); NASA Ames Research Center; and Qualcomm 
Inc., Rhevision Technology Inc., and Seacoast Science. The location is the SDSU 
Chemical Sciences Laboratory Building. 
Source: http://ohsonline.com/Articles/2009/10/26/Cell-All-Could-Put-Chemical-
Sensors-Everywhere.aspx 

9. October 25, WISH 8 Indianapolis – (Indiana) Explosion, fire at southwest side 
plant. Fire officials are investigating an explosion and fire on the near southwest side 
of Indianapolis. It happened just after 3 o’clock Sunday morning at the Vertellus plant. 
Fire officials say a sodium-type product reacted with water causing the explosion and 
fire. They say crews arrived to find workers already had the fire contained. Crews used 
a chemical agent to put the fire out. There is no word on the amount of damage done to 
the plant, but no one was hurt in the blast and no one was evacuated. Vertellus is a 
specialty chemicals company, manufacturing chemicals used in agriculture, plastics and 
personal care products. 
Source: 
http://www.wishtv.com/dpp/mobile/Explosion_fire_at_southwest_side_plant_2009102
5 

[Return to top]  

Nuclear Reactors, Materials and Waste Sector 

10. October 26, WCAX 3 Burlington – (Vermont) Lawmakers look at Vt. Yankee waste 
storage. Lawmakers will gather more information on October 26 about radioactive 
waste at the Vermont Yankee nuclear plant. The Vernon plant is currently allowed to 
store that waste in dry casks on the plants property. Now two Senate committees will 
look at whether a review of the plant’s surrounding geology provided enough 
information to safely back up the cask storage. In Monday’s testimony a report is 
expected showing those geological studies were not sufficient to support use of dry 
cask storage at the site. 
Source: http://www.wcax.com/Global/story.asp?S=11382319 

11. October 25, Washington Post – (New Mexico) A new demand for uranium power 
brings concerns for Navajo groups. Uranium from the Grants Mineral Belt running 
under rugged peaks and Indian pueblos of New Mexico was a source of electric power 
and military might in decades past, providing fuel for reactors and atomic bombs. Now, 
interest in carbon-free nuclear power is fueling a potential resurgence of uranium 
mining. But Indian people gathered in Acoma, New Mexico, for the Indigenous 
Uranium Forum over the weekend decried future uranium extraction, especially from 
nearby Mount Taylor, considered sacred by many tribes. Native people from Alaska, 
Canada, the Western United States and South America discussed the severe health 
problems uranium mining has caused their communities, including high rates of cancer 
and kidney disease. Uranium companies and government authorities do not dispute this, 
and federal environmental remediation and workers’ compensation programs related to 
past uranium mining are ongoing. But mining companies say today’s methods and 

http://www.wishtv.com/dpp/mobile/Explosion_fire_at_southwest_side_plant_20091025
http://www.wishtv.com/dpp/mobile/Explosion_fire_at_southwest_side_plant_20091025
http://www.wcax.com/Global/story.asp?S=11382319
http://ohsonline.com/Articles/2009/10/26/Cell-All-Could-Put-Chemical-Sensors-Everywhere.aspx
http://ohsonline.com/Articles/2009/10/26/Cell-All-Could-Put-Chemical-Sensors-Everywhere.aspx
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regulations have improved so much that locals have nothing to fear.  
Source: http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2009/10/24/AR2009102402023.html 

[Return to top]  

Critical Manufacturing Sector 

12. October 26, Reliable Plant – (New Hampshire) New Hampshire foundry fined 
$254,000 for lead hazards. The U.S. Department of Labor’s Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration (OSHA) has cited Franklin Non-Ferrous Foundry Inc. for 17 
alleged willful and serious violations of workplace health and safety standards. The 
Franklin, New Hampshire, foundry faces a total of $254,000 in fines following 
comprehensive OSHA inspections begun in April. OSHA determined that the foundry 
did not provide the required biological monitoring for workers exposed to lead in the 
course of their duties, and did not properly fit-test and ensure adequate respiratory 
protection for those workers. In addition, it did not provide required benefits for a 
worker who was medically removed from work due to lead overexposure. The foundry 
has been cited several times over the past decade for similar violations. These latest 
conditions resulted in OSHA issuing three willful citations with $210,000 in proposed 
fines. OSHA defines a willful violation as one committed with plain indifference to or 
intentional disregard for employee safety and health. OSHA also issued the foundry 14 
serious citations, with $44,000 in fines, for damaged and lead-contaminated respirators, 
and an erroneous and outdated lead compliance program, as well as for various 
confined space, forklift, machine guarding, and electrical hazards. OSHA issues serious 
citations when death or serious physical harm is likely to result from hazards about 
which the employer knew or should have known. 
Source: 
http://www.reliableplant.com/article.aspx?articleid=20826&pagetitle=New+Hampshire
+foundry+fined+$254,000+for+lead+hazards 

[Return to top]  

Defense Industrial Base Sector 

13. October 25, Army Times – (International) New Army parachute is official. The 
Army’s new T-11 parachute is radically different from the current T-10, but one thing 
will surely stand out to jumpers: the two to four extra seconds of pucker-factor time 
they’ll experience waiting for the chute to open. Instead of the four-second count 
soldiers typically use to estimate when the T-10 will open once they leave an aircraft, 
the T-11 requires a six-second count for soldiers jumping out of fixed-wing aircraft and 
eight seconds when jumping out of helicopters. Now the new parachute is official: The 
Army has awarded contracts to Airborne Systems North America, Aerostar 
International Inc. and BAE Systems to produce up to 50,000 T-11 Mass Tactical 
Canopy Personnel Parachute Systems. Combined, the three contracts are worth $220 
million. The T-11 — which features a completely redesigned main and reserve 

http://www.reliableplant.com/article.aspx?articleid=20826&pagetitle=New+Hampshire+foundry+fined+$254,000+for+lead+hazards
http://www.reliableplant.com/article.aspx?articleid=20826&pagetitle=New+Hampshire+foundry+fined+$254,000+for+lead+hazards
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2009/10/24/AR2009102402023.html
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2009/10/24/AR2009102402023.html
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parachute and an integrated harness system — will replace the standard T-10, which 
has served 50 years. The Army began fielding the T-11 this summer and plans to phase 
it in over the next eight years as it becomes the Army’s main parachute system. The 
new chute has a stable, low rate of descent that’s designed for a softer landing than the 
T-10 gives, to reduce landing injuries. The square shape is intended to help slow the 
descent. The T-11 can carry loads up to 400 pounds, 40 pounds more than the T-10. 
There is a disadvantage to the new design. Made from nylon with Teflon-coated 
suspension lines, the T-11 is a heavier load, at 53 pounds — 38 pounds for the main 
parachute and 15 for the reserve — compared with 44 pounds for the T-10. 
Source: http://www.armytimes.com/news/2009/10/army_parachute_102609w/ 

14. October 25, Navy Times – (National) Report blames brakes, pilot for E-2C 
mishap. Bad brakes and pilot error led to an E-2C Hawkeye accident in March in 
which an aircraft swerved off the runway and sustained more than $10 million in 
damage. The Hawkeye was landing after a training flight at Chambers Field in Norfolk, 
Virginia, on March 19 when it skidded off the runway and broke its landing gear, 
according to a Judge Advocate General Manual Investigation report obtained by Navy 
Times. No one was injured. The aircraft’s problems began as it was approaching for a 
roll-out landing on the runway only to realize that the cockpit lights that show whether 
the propellers are ready for landing — known as beta lights — were not illuminated. 
When the beta lights do not illuminate, it means the plane will have trouble 
decelerating on the runway. When this happens, pilots are trained to conduct an 
arrested landing if possible. The landing strip at Chambers Field includes arresting gear 
to simulate carrier landings. Rather than land, the pilot came around for a second 
approach, the report says. On the second approach, the plane touched down, blew a left 
tire and began to swerve. The pilot dropped the tailhook in a last-minute attempt to 
catch the airfield’s arresting wire. The plane veered off the runway, parts of the landing 
gear broke off, and the plane slid on its belly for about 250 feet, according to the report. 
Mishap investigators recommended that Naval Air Systems Command modify the 
landing system controls and add a secondary signal system. The commanding officer of 
Carrier Airborne Early Warning Squadron 120 reviewed the investigation and 
suggested that NavAir should also develop a “more robust braking system for all E-2 
and C-2 aircraft.” NavAir said plans to improve the brakes are on the horizon. “There 
are currently no funded programs to develop a more robust braking system for the E-2 
and C-2 aircraft. However, funding is being requested for fiscal year 2012 to improve 
operational ground controllability on the E-2C, E-2D and C-2A aircraft,” command 
officials said in a written statement. “If funded, the program would address those 
system components which affect aircraft ground controllability, and the braking system 
would be included in the effort.” 
Source: http://www.navytimes.com/news/2009/10/navy_hawkeye_102509w/ 

15. October 23, Online Defense and Acquisition Journal – (National) Hill aides call for 
JSF restructure. A preliminary Pentagon cost estimate that the F-35 could cost as 
much as $17.1 billion more than currently planned is prompting calls from 
congressional sources for the program to be reassessed and restructured. The new cost 
estimate comes from the JSF Joint Estimate Team, formed this summer by the Deputy 

http://www.navytimes.com/news/2009/10/navy_hawkeye_102509w/
http://www.armytimes.com/news/2009/10/army_parachute_102609w/
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Defense Secretary. Two congressional aides familiar with the program said the cost 
estimate seemed to indicate that the approach of developing, building, flying and 
testing planes as they come off the assembly line — known as concurrency — may 
pose too much program risk in the short term and should lead the Secretary of Defense 
to scale back the emphasis on producing and testing planes and trim the number of 
planes the Pentagon wants to buy in next year’s budget. A second congressional aide 
agreed that the push by the program office and Lockheed Martin to build, fly, and test 
may be too aggressive. “I think what the JET is saying is, you know guys, you will just 
need more time to refine this configuration so you can be sure it all works the way it 
should,” this aide said, noting that the program has completed about 2 percent of flight 
tests for the 50 aircraft authorized so far. At the same time, this aide questioned the $17 
billion estimate, saying “it seems incredibly high to me.” The earlier estimate of $7 
billion seemed much more likely to this aide, who noted that no one on Capitol Hill had 
yet been briefed on the new numbers. For its part, F-35 prime contractor Lockheed 
Martin said that while it recognized “the Joint Estimate Team’s earnest efforts” it 
disagreed with the conclusions, said the program spokseman. “Lockheed Martin 
acknowledges that modest risks to our cost and schedule baselines exist, but we 
envision no scenario that would justify a substantial delay to completion of 
development or transition to production milestones. We are on track to field 5th 
Generation fighters to nine countries and 13 Services,” he said in the statement. “The 
program is early in the flight test phase, so it is much too soon conclude that the 
expected payoffs will not be realized.” 
Source: http://www.dodbuzz.com/2009/10/23/hill-aides-call-for-jsf-
restructure/?wh=wh 

[Return to top]  

Banking and Finance Sector 

16. October 25, ABC News – (Florida) Madoff billionaire found dead in Palm Beach 
swimming pool. A philanthropist who made $7 billion in the largest Ponzi scheme in 
history was found dead in his Palm Beach, Florida., swimming pool October 25. The 
Palm Beach Fire Department told ABC News that the philanthropist had no pulse when 
fire rescue workers arrived at his oceanfront mansion after his wife called 911. She and 
his housekeeper pulled his body from the pool shortly after noon. No one benefited 
more from the Ponzi scheme than the philanthropist, according to bankruptcy lawyers 
who sued him and alleged he had taken out $7 billion more than he had put in. 
Investigators told ABC News.com that he would also have likely faced criminal 
charges. Some investigators considered the philanthropist to have been the actual 
mastermind of the massive con, or at least an equal “partner in crime” to the financier 
who ran it. “He made 30 times what the financier did from the scam and about a third 
of the missing money went to the philanthropist,” said one of the investigators on the 
case. 
Source: http://www.abcnews.go.com/Blotter/jeffry-picower-madoff-billionaire-found-
dead-palm-beach-pool/story?id=8912743 

http://www.abcnews.go.com/Blotter/jeffry-picower-madoff-billionaire-found-dead-palm-beach-pool/story?id=8912743
http://www.abcnews.go.com/Blotter/jeffry-picower-madoff-billionaire-found-dead-palm-beach-pool/story?id=8912743
http://www.dodbuzz.com/2009/10/23/hill-aides-call-for-jsf-restructure/?wh=wh
http://www.dodbuzz.com/2009/10/23/hill-aides-call-for-jsf-restructure/?wh=wh
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17. October 24, Deseret News – (Utah) Investigators say $59 million scheme targeted 
Utah County. A 4th District Judge gave an order last week not to move any property 
as prosecutors pursue charges in an alleged $59 million Ponzi scheme. In an unusual 
pre-emptive strike, investigators moved to block suspects from selling or transferring 
real estate and vehicles valued at almost $2.3 million. It is a tactic normally employed 
when charges are filed in a white-collar criminal probe, which typically takes years to 
complete. But by that time, the assets are often long gone. Prosecutors want to do all 
they can to prevent that in what has become one of the largest scams Utah County has 
ever seen, said the chief investigator for the Utah County Attorney’s Office. Fraud 
probes such as this are keeping investigators busy. Victims of fraud in Utah County 
alone lost $64 million in 2008 and have lost $76 million so far this year. That is a spike 
from $45 million in the previous two years combined. 
Source: http://www.deseretnews.com/article/705339222/Scam-59M-down-drain.html 

18. October 23, DarkReading – (International) Gift cards convenient and easy to hack. It 
is not just credit cards and debit cards that are at risk of fraud: pre-paid gift cards can 
also easily be cloned and stolen by cybercriminals, according to newly published 
research. Researchers at UK-based Corsaire say the magnetic-stripe technology used 
for gift cards and customer loyalty cards, as well as their easy accessibility, make them 
attractive targets for the bad guys. Gift cards can easily be “sniffed” off the shelf in the 
checkout line with a scanner and then cloned; the card number on the back of the card 
stolen; and the retailers’ Web-based gift card applications hacked. “Gift cards are a 
type of currency and thus, they’re likely to be targeted by fraudsters in the future, says 
the principal security consultant with Corsaire, which first revealed some of its gift card 
hack research at EUSecWest in May, “It looks like standardized security guidelines are 
needed for the gift card industry. We’re hoping that our paper will serve as a good first 
step in accomplishing this.” Even unactivated gift cards are at risk: Corsaire says all a 
fraudster has to do is take one from a display in a retail store, scan it with the proper 
scanning device to clone it, and then use the card once an unsuspecting customer buys 
it and it’s activated. “Although gift cards need to be at a visible location in stores to 
attract customers, they should not be at a location easily available for anyone to reach. 
Doing so would help stop attackers from cloning them and putting them back on the 
stand,” the consultant says. “By doing this, all the attacker needs to do is wait for a 
customer to activate the gift card and load it with credit. Because the magstripe track 
data on these gift cards is the same before and after being activated, the attacker could 
now purchase goods for ‘free.’” Some gift cards display their card number on the back, 
which can provide a fraudster with enough information to clone a card, or even to 
redeem the gift card at the retailer, for instance. This way, they don’t even have to 
swipe the magnetic stripe. And sometimes the gift card numbers are printed on sales 
receipts, the researchers noted. “Some gift card balance lookup sites only require users 
to enter their gift card number, whereas others also require PIN in addition to the card 
number,” the consultant notes. And like any Web application, a gift-card application 
has its vulnerabilities, including the pervasive SQL injection flaw. “We also introduced 
some attacks which although we haven’t tested, could work against certain 
implementations. For instance, manipulating a card’s balanced in the back-end database 
by crafting magstripe data with malicious SQL statements,” he says. 

http://www.deseretnews.com/article/705339222/Scam-59M-down-drain.html
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Source: 
http://www.darkreading.com/security/vulnerabilities/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=2209
00404&subSection=Vulnerabilities+and+threats 

[Return to top]  

Transportation Sector 

19. October 26, Associated Press – (North Carolina) NC DOT: Up to 3 months needed to 
clear rock slide. Authorities estimate they will need up to three months to clear debris 
from a rock slide that has closed Interstate 40 in both directions at the North Carolina-
Tennessee state line. The Asheville Citizen-Times reported that three vehicles ran into 
the rocks within minutes of the slide, which occurred about 2 a.m. October 25. 
Highway Patrol troopers say one woman suffered injuries that were not life-
threatening. A division engineer with the state Transportation Department says the 
freeze and thaw of recent rains could have contributed to the slide. He says geologists 
and geo-technical experts with the transportation department did a preliminary 
assessment and agreed with the engineers’ estimate of up to three months to clear the 
area. 
Source: http://www.waaytv.com/Global/story.asp?S=11381927 

20. October 26, NPR – (National) Rethinking flight safety with air bags in 
planes. Recently, safety experts have discovered that even in major mishaps — like 
planes running off runways or landing on the Hudson River — passengers can walk 
away unharmed if they’re properly protected and air bags can help. AmSafe makes 
most of the seat belts used on planes, and increasingly, the company has been selling 
belts with air bags attached. AmSafe is supplying the product to most major U.S. 
airlines to help comply with a new government crash standard. The rule has been 
phased in slowly over the past 21 years and takes full effect this week, when the seats 
in newly manufactured planes will have to protect passengers from a crash 16 times the 
force of gravity. That is roughly what you might experience in a head-on car wreck at a 
moderate speed. At AmSafe’s factory in Phoenix, Arizona, workers assemble the air 
bags. They load a deflated air bag into a narrow pouch on top of the belt, and attach it 
to a trigger mechanism and a helium-filled inflation device hidden under the seat. “The 
air bag seat belt looks pretty much like a standard seat belt,” says the research director 
for AmSafe. The air bag is sewn onto the webbing and has a decorative cover. A top 
official at the Federal Aviation Administration, says the new standard is an 
improvement over the former requirement of nine-times-gravity force, which he says 
didn’t provide adequate protection. “We were seeing accidents that, sure, some of them 
were terrible catastrophes and there was never going to be a survivor,” he says. “But 
many of the accidents were of the nature that people were still in their seat, and maybe 
if was a little bit stronger, that person could have survived.” 
Source: http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=114115635 

21. October 26, Homeland Security Today – (National) Staffing, resources becoming 
stressed at ports of entry. The Department of Homeland Security has made strides in 

http://www.waaytv.com/Global/story.asp?S=11381927
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=114115635
http://www.darkreading.com/security/vulnerabilities/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=220900404&subSection=Vulnerabilities+and+threats
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utilizing inspection technology and equipment, encouraging stakeholders to assist in 
securing the supply chain, and enhancing cooperation among law enforcement agencies 
at ports of entry. However, significant challenges remain, according to the co-chairman 
of the House Subcommittee on Border, Maritime, and Global Counterterrorism, which 
held a hearing late last week on “Cargo Security at Land Ports of Entry: Are We 
Meeting the Challenge?” “Many ports of entry were constructed decades ago and were 
simply not built to accommodate modern security technology or procedures,” he said. 
“In addition to infrastructure challenges, staffing has not kept pace with needs. 
Thousands of new Border Patrol agents have been hired in recent years, while only a 
relatively small number of Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Officers have been 
added to the ranks at the ports of entry.” These limitations not only undermine our 
security, but hamper the Department’s ability to expedite vital commerce, he insisted. 
Amplifying these points, president of the National Treasury Employees Union, which 
represents CBP officers, said that CBP’s continuing emphasis on reducing wait times 
without increasing staffing at the ports of entry creates an extremely challenging work 
environment for frontline CBP personnel. “The major challenge of this mission is 
securing movement of goods without costly wait times and delays,” she said. “On one 
hand, CBP Officers and Agriculture Specialists are to fully perform their inspection 
duties, yet at all times they are made aware by management of wait times.” She 
explained that increased staffing is the key to the more effective movement of people 
and goods at the land ports of entry while at the same time ensuring that illegal drugs, 
drug money, arms and other dangerous items are stopped at the border. She called for 
an increase of at least 4,000 new CBP Officers. 
Source: http://www.hstoday.us/content/view/10789/149/ 

22. October 23, WKMG 6 Orlando – (Florida) Sailboat hits power line, trapping 
3. Brevard County Fire-Rescue crews rescued a sailboat captain and two other 
passengers the afternoon of October 23 after a sailboat accidentally struck several live 
power lines under the bridge at the barge canal in Merritt Island. The passengers were 
not hurt but were trapped on the 40-foot boat for more than an hour as electrical crews, 
first responders and the U.S. Coast Guard first plotted out a safe rescue. The incident 
was reported about 10:35 a.m. by a passerby who reported seeing the boat’s mast strike 
the power lines under the bridge. “One of the lines is on the sailboat itself,” said a 
spokesman for Brevard County Fire-Rescue, told Local 6 News partner Florida Today. 
“Everybody on board got off safely and refused treatment.” Rescue crews also shut 
down a section of Courtenay Parkway near the barge canal but roadways were cleared 
by 12:15 p.m. 
Source: http://www.clickorlando.com/news/21404021/detail.html 

[Return to top]  

Postal and Shipping Sector 

23. October 22, Fresno Bee – (California) Victim’s uncle indicted in Visalia mail 
bomb. A federal grand jury in Fresno has indicted an Oklahoma man on charges of 
sending a mail bomb that injured his nephew at a Visalia business last month, the U.S. 

http://www.clickorlando.com/news/21404021/detail.html
http://www.hstoday.us/content/view/10789/149/
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Department of Justice said Thursday. The defendant, 51, of Spiro, Oklahoma, was 
charged with transporting an explosive with intent to kill or injure, mailing injurious 
articles, and possessing and using a destructive device. The defendant’s nephew, 31, of 
Clovis, opened a package that contained five pipe bombs inside a plastic tackle box 
September 8. He suffered flash burns and cuts to his right arm, left hand and face when 
one of the pipe bombs exploded as he reached into the tackle box, according to postal 
inspectors. The defendant, who was arrested in Oklahoma on October 15, had entered a 
not guilty plea before a federal magistrate judge in Muskogee, Oklahoma. The U.S. 
Marshals Service will bring Mustin to Fresno for prosecution within three weeks. 
Source: http://www.fresnobee.com/local/crime/story/1683494.html 

[Return to top]  

Agriculture and Food Sector 

24. October 24, Macon Sun – (Georgia) Heated tar ignites fire at Perdue Farms chicken 
plant. Heated tar ignited the roof of Perdue Farms chicken processing plant near Perry 
late October 22 along the GA 247 Spur. Houston County fire department assistant chief 
said about 200 workers were inside the cooking portion of the plant when the blaze 
ignited shortly after 10 p.m. The fire was inside the building and flames vented through 
the roof, according to the assistant fire chief. All of the workers evacuated safely from 
the building and were able to return in about an hour after crews knocked down the 
flames in about 30 minutes, he said. “They were in the middle of a shift change, too,” 
he said. “They just had an extended lunch.” The fire was contained over the 
administrative part of the building and resulted in about $5,500 in damages. No one 
was working in that part of the building at the time, he said. Firefighters remained at 
the plant until about 1:30 a.m. on October 23. 
Source: http://www.macon.com/197/story/890915.html 

25. October 24, Associated Press – (Hawaii) First U.S. tuna farm approved in 
Hawaii. Hawaii regulators have approved a Honolulu start up company’s plan to build 
the nation’s first tuna farm in waters off the Big Island. Hawaii Oceanic Technology 
says it will create an environmentally friendly open ocean farm for bigeye tuna, a 
favorite source for sushi and sashimi that is overfished in the wild. The project would 
also be the world’s first commercial bigeye farm. The state Board of Land and Natural 
Resources voted 4-to-1 to give Hawaii Oceanic permission to install three large 
underwater cages for the tuna. Unlike many tuna farms around the world which capture 
immature tuna and fatten them until they are ready for harvest, Hawaii Oceanic expects 
to artificially hatch bigeye at a University of Hawaii lab in Hilo. After the fry grow, the 
company will take the fish to giant ocean pens about three miles offshore where they 
will grow until they reach 100 pounds. Hawaii Oceanic expects to avoid the disease 
problems that have plagued other fish farms because its ocean pens will be large and its 
fish will not be as densely packed in the cages. The farm is expected to produce 6,000 
tons of bigeye a year once fully operational, serving Hawaii, the U.S. mainland, Japan 
and other parts of Asia. In 2007, fishermen caught 224,921 tons of wild bigeye in the 

http://www.macon.com/197/story/890915.html
http://www.fresnobee.com/local/crime/story/1683494.html
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Pacific. 
Source: http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/33458864/ns/us_news-environment/ 

26. October 23, Associated Press – (Iowa) 1 injured in Sioux City ammonia 
leak. Officials say one worker was taken to a hospital after being exposed to ammonia 
at the John Morrell & Co. plant — a meat manufacturer — in Sioux City, Iowa the 
evening of October 22. The fire department says 10 workers were exposed to vapors, 
but only one worker was sent to the hospital to be evaluated. The fire department says 
the leak was stopped by the time fire crews arrived at the plant at 7:20 p.m. 
Source: http://www.kgan.com/template/inews_wire/wires.regional.ia/2cd24bd4-
www.kgan.com.shtml 

27. October 23, USAgNet – (Iowa) Swan Packing suspects sabotage in glove 
incident. Swan Packing Inc. in Des Moines, Iowa shut down its operations for 12 hours 
late last week while workers searched through 20 tons of ground pork for threads from 
a cotton glove, according to a report by the Associated Press. Most of the glove was 
found inside a grinder that was being dismantled for maintenance, but pieces were 
missing, leading to the ounce-by-ounce search of the chilled meat. The search operation 
cost the company about $19,000, executives were quoted as saying. It is the third time 
that a glove was found misplaced or dropped into the production process. A vinyl glove 
was found inside a box in 2008, according to the Des Moines Register, and earlier this 
year another cotton glove was found on the processing line, but was discovered before 
it reached any of the machinery. Supervisors said in interviews that they suspect an 
unhappy employee. 
Source: http://usagnet.com/story-national.php?Id=2208&yr=2009 

[Return to top]  

Water Sector 

28. October 23, Water Technology Online – (Guam) Recently installed transponders, 
meters fail. The Guam Waterworks Authority (GWA) has confirmed that 7,000 water 
meter systems that have been installed on the island in recent years are not working, 
according to an October 22 Pacific Daily News story. A GWA spokeswoman said in 
the story that nearly one-third of the recently installed transponders are failing to 
transmit meter readings, and all should be replaced by the manufacturer in the next six 
months under the warranty agreement. The automated meter reading (AMR) systems 
installed for GWA customers are made up of a meter and a transponder. The story said 
32 percent of the AMR transponder systems have been identified as “no-read,” 
according to minutes from a GWA board meeting held in September and cited in the 
story. In additional to the faulty transponders, she said 1,900 water meters are not 
working. GWA management has requested that Metron-Farnier, the meter 
manufacturer, send 2,500 new units per month before the year ends, the story said. 
Once Guam receives the transponders, GWA will be able to replace 40 to 50 
transponders per day, according to the GWA spokeswoman.  Customers identified with 
“low-read” or “no-read” meter readings will receive estimated billings each month until 

http://www.kgan.com/template/inews_wire/wires.regional.ia/2cd24bd4-www.kgan.com.shtml
http://www.kgan.com/template/inews_wire/wires.regional.ia/2cd24bd4-www.kgan.com.shtml
http://usagnet.com/story-national.php?Id=2208&yr=2009
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/33458864/ns/us_news-environment/
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the problem is corrected.  
Source: http://watertechonline.com/news.asp?N_ID=72827 

29. October 22, Environment News Service – (National) Clean Cruise Ship Act 
introduced to stop raw sewage dumping. Nearly identical bills to prevent cruise ships 
from discharging raw, untreated sewage in U.S. coastal waters were introduced 
Wednesday in both Houses of Congress. The assistant Senate majority leader 
introduced legislation extending the Clean Water Act to regulate the millions of gallons 
of wastewater discharged in U.S. waters every day by cruise ships. His bill, known as 
the Clean Cruise Ship Act, would ban the release of untreated sewage in U.S. waters, 
including the Great Lakes. Similar legislation, also called the Clean Cruise Ship Act, 
was introduced in the House of Representatives by a congressman who is a California 
Democrat. The legislation would amend the Clean Water Act to regulate cruise ships 
under the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System for sewage, graywater and bilge water. “The average cruise ship 
produces over 1.2 million gallons of wastewater every week,” the senator said. “Today, 
there are more than 230 cruise ships operating around the world, generating millions of 
gallons of wastewater daily. Under the current system, these ships can directly dump 
their waste into our oceans and the Great Lakes with minimal oversight.” Laws 
currently allow cruise ships to dump untreated sewage three miles from shore, which 
the congressman said endangers public health, the environment and the economy. Both 
the Senate and the House measures would prohibit the discharge of sewage, graywater, 
and bilge water within 12 miles of shore. The bills prohibit the dumping of sewage 
sludge, incinerator ash and hazardous waste in U.S. waters and create inspection and 
sampling programs and an onboard observer program.  
Source: http://www.ens-newswire.com/ens/oct2009/2009-10-22-092.asp 

For another story, see item 3  
 
[Return to top]  

Public Health and Healthcare Sector 

30. October 26, WCVB 5 Boston – (Massachusetts) Harvard tightening security after 6 
poisoned. Harvard University Medical School will increase security and install new 
video cameras at its laboratories this week as police work to determine whether six 
people were intentionally poisoned at a research building. The scientists and students 
fell ill on August. 26 after consuming a potentially lethal chemical that was present in 
their coffee, according to an internal memo sent to medical school students on Friday. 
All six people had used a single-serve coffee machine near their pathology lab at 
Harvard’s New Research Building to prepare the coffee, and all later reported dizziness 
and low blood pressure. Testing revealed the presence of sodium azide, a common 
preservative, in the coffee, the memo said. Sodium azide is an odorless white solid, 
according to the Centers for Disease Control Web site. The university said it does not 
know if the poisoning was deliberate or accidental.  
Source: http://www.thebostonchannel.com/cnn-news/21421216/detail.html 

http://www.ens-newswire.com/ens/oct2009/2009-10-22-092.asp
http://www.thebostonchannel.com/cnn-news/21421216/detail.html
http://watertechonline.com/news.asp?N_ID=72827
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31. October 25, Flint Journal – (Michigan) Genesee County nursing homes rack up 
hundreds of care violations. In the last two years, Genesee County’s 285 adult foster 
care facilities have racked up 323 reported violations of state rules, according to a Flint 
Journal investigation of Michigan Department of Human Services records. One facility, 
Sister Love Adult Care in Flint, racked up 27 violations in one year before the state 
shut it down on July 11. Investigators found residents were suffering from bed sores 
and not getting their medicines. And, just this month the state recommended revoking 
the license of another facility, Carol’s AFC in Flint’s college and cultural 
neighborhood, after repeated violations. 
Source: 
http://www.mlive.com/news/flint/index.ssf/2009/10/genesee_county_nursing_homes_r.
html 

32. October 25, New York Times – (International) H1N1 is still spreading globally. The 
U.S. President has declared the swine flu outbreak a national emergency, allowing 
hospitals and local governments to speedily set up alternate sites for treatment and 
triage of any surge of patients, the White House said. The declaration Saturday did not 
signify any unanticipated worsening in the United States of the H1N1 outbreak, 
officials said. It seemed likely, however, to increase concerns, disruptions and at times, 
panicky reactions, to a disease now affecting most parts. The disease has continued to 
spread rapidly in parts of the Northern Hemisphere, though it has slowed in much of 
the Southern Hemisphere. Worldwide, the swine flu has claimed nearly 5,000 lives, 
according to the World Health Organization. U.S. officials say more than 1,000 
Americans have died because of it. Flu activity — virtually all of it the swine flu — is 
now widespread in 46 states, a level equaling the peak of a typical winter flu season. 
Millions of people in the United States have had swine flu either in the first wave in the 
spring or the current wave. 
Source: http://www.nytimes.com/2009/10/26/health/26H1N1.html?_r=1 

33. October 23, Washington Post – (National) Scramble to parcel out H1N1 vaccine. The 
federal government’s unprecedented campaign to protect the nation against the swine 
flu pandemic has gotten off to a sputtering start, frustrating parents, pregnant women 
and others anxious to get immunized against the new virus. With only a fraction of the 
tens of millions of doses of vaccine that authorities predicted would be available 
arriving in states, cities and towns, public health officials who spent months planning 
for a massive immunization program are instead scrambling to parcel out their limited 
supply of nasal sprays and shots. As the number of children, teens and young adults 
who are falling ill, being hospitalized and in rare cases dying rises, some health 
departments and doctors are being flooded with calls from worried, sometimes angry 
patients. Federal officials defended the program Thursday, saying they were frustrated 
by the slower pace, too. They blamed the lag on the need to ensure the vaccine’s safety 
and effectiveness and unexpected problems such as the virus growing unusually slowly 
and snags at factories filling vials with vaccine. The situation is sometimes further 
complicated by incomplete or conflicting information on state and local government 
Web sites. Some jurisdictions are making health-care workers a top priority, and others 
are putting children, pregnant women or other groups first.  

http://www.mlive.com/news/flint/index.ssf/2009/10/genesee_county_nursing_homes_r.html
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Source: http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2009/10/22/AR2009102204707.html 

[Return to top]  

Government Facilities Sector 

34. October 25, WARL 5 Raleigh – (North Carolina) Six people arrested during Raleigh 
protest. Police arrested six people on trespassing charges during a climate-change 
protest in downtown Raleigh Saturday afternoon. The State Capitol police chief said 
the group of about 150 people had a permit to march from Moore Square to the 
Governor’s Mansion but didn’t have permission to go onto the mansion grounds. 
Officers were on hand for crowd control, he said. Once at the mansion, about a half-
dozen people strayed onto the property, the police chief said. When they refused to 
move, officers arrested six protesters. The six were charged with second-degree 
trespassing and released on a written promise to appear in court. North Carolina Waste 
Awareness and Reduction Network organized the march to protest Duke Energy’s 
plans to build a new coal-fired power plant in Rutherford County. The march was 
among 4,500 global events Saturday that called for lowering the amount of carbon 
dioxide in the atmosphere. 
Source: http://www.wral.com/news/news_briefs/story/6278616/ 

35. October 23, Associated Press – (Virginia) 1 Dead, 8 Injured In Helicopter Crash On 
Navy Ship. An Army Black Hawk helicopter crashed on a Navy ship during training, 
killing one service member and injuring eight, the Navy said. Service members were 
rappelling down a rope from the helicopter to the USNS Arctic around 8 p.m. Thursday 
off the Virginia coast near Fort Story when the crash happened, a Navy spokeswoman 
said. The helicopter crashed into the ship’s stern and ended up on its side, the 
commander of the Military Sealift Command, said at a news conference Friday 
morning at Naval Station Norfolk. A small fire on the ship’s deck was quickly 
extinguished. The cause of the crash was being investigated. A second helicopter took 
the injured people to a hospital for treatment. None had life threatening injuries, the 
spokeswoman said. Names of the dead and injured and their service affiliations were 
not immediately released. “We deeply regret that it occurred, but unfortunately, it is 
part of the business we do at sea,” the commander of the Military Sealift Command 
said. A Navy spokesman said the training exercise involved the two Army helicopters 
and members of a Naval Special Warfare unit. 
Source: http://cbs3.com/wireapnewsnj/1.killed.8.2.1266160.html 

36. October 23, U.S. Department of Justice – (National) Former state department 
employee sentenced for illegally accessing confidential passport files. A former 
State Department employee was sentenced today to 12 months of probation for illegally 
accessing more than 75 confidential passport application files, the Assistant Attorney 
General of the Criminal Division announced. The defendant, 28, of Washington, was 
also ordered to perform 50 hours of community service by the U.S. Magistrate Judge in 
the District of Columbia. On July 10, 2009, the defendant pleaded guilty to a one-count 

http://www.wral.com/news/news_briefs/story/6278616/
http://cbs3.com/wireapnewsnj/1.killed.8.2.1266160.html
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criminal information charging him with unauthorized computer access. According to 
court documents, from August 2003 through July 2004, the defendant worked as a 
contract employee for the State Department as a file assistant. According to plea 
documents, the defendant admitted he had access to official State Department computer 
databases in the regular course of his employment, including the Passport Information 
Electronic Records System (PIERS), which contains all imaged passport applications 
dating back to 1994. The imaged passport applications on PIERS contain, among other 
things, a photograph of the passport applicant as well as certain personal information 
including the applicant’s full name, date and place of birth, current address, telephone 
numbers, parent information, spouse’s name and emergency contact information. These 
confidential files are protected by the Privacy Act of 1974, and access by State 
Department employees is strictly limited to official government duties. 
Source: http://www.usdoj.gov/opa/pr/2009/October/09-crm-1146.html 

[Return to top]  

Emergency Services Sector 

37. October 25, United Press International – (New York) Stolen car plates trigger 
terrorism alert. Thefts of license plates from official security vehicles in Albany, New 
York have prompted a terrorism alert, a trade publication says. CrossFire, an industry 
publication for police, firefighters and other emergency responders, reported there have 
been “numerous” cases of stolen plates. Unnamed sources told Sunday’s New York 
Post that plates were stolen from state Homeland Security cars in Albany about six 
weeks ago, and that thieves took the plates from two Bethlehem, New York, Police 
Department vehicles in late August. The trade journal said the thefts have triggered 
official notifications to the New York Police Department and state and federal agencies 
to watch for drivers attempting to get past security checkpoints without proper ID. The 
Post said Crossfire speculated the license plates could be useful to terrorists “trying to 
monitor response activities or to perpetrate a secondary attack with additional 
explosives.” 
Source: http://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2009/10/25/Stolen-car-plates-trigger-
terrorism-alert/UPI-51801256507400/ 

38. October 25, Middletown Journal – (Ohio) Warren County’s 911 phone line 
restored. Warren County, Ohio’s 911 emergency service is back on track. Sometime 
before 7 a.m. until about 3:15 p.m. Sunday, October 25, anyone who called 911 from a 
Cincinnati Bell land line in Warren County may have experienced no audio, said a 
dispatcher and shift supervisor. A cable carrying fiber was cut by work crews, 
according to the county. The outage did not affect any other phone carrier or cell phone 
users. The outage also affected the city of Franklin’s 911 center. 
Source: http://www.middletownjournal.com/news/middletown-news/warren-countys-
911-phone-line-restored-366047.html 

39. October 24, WARL 5 Raleigh – (North Carolina) Credit cards stolen from vehicle at 
fire station. Two Mount Olive, North Carolina women are accused of stealing credit 
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cards from a vehicle at the Dudley Volunteer Fire Department last Saturday. Each faces 
charges of breaking-and-entering a motor vehicle, larceny of credit cards and obtaining 
property by false pretenses. The credit cards were used within a half-hour of being 
stolen, and investigators determined that the suspects were the ones who used them, the 
sheriff’s office said. 
Source: http://www.wral.com/news/news_briefs/story/6274373/ 

For another story, see item 7  
 
[Return to top]  

Information Technology Sector 

40. October 26, IDG News Service – (International) Guardian jobs site falls victim to 
‘sophisticated’ hack. A major U.K. newspaper has notified 500,000 people that details 
they posted to the newspaper’s employment site may be in the hands of hackers. The 
Guardian posted a warning of the breach on its Web site on Friday. On Saturday, the 
newspaper said the system had been secured and those affected had been contacted by 
e-mail. The newspaper downplayed the impact of the breach, saying it affected “only a 
minority” of the 10,328,290 unique users who visit the site annually, and that some of 
the data lost was up to two years old. A spokeswoman for the Metropolitan Police said 
the Police Central e-Crime Unit is investigating, but there have been no arrests. The 
Guardian’s Jobs Web site runs on software from a company called Madgex. Officials 
from the company could not immediately be reached on Monday morning. 
Source: http://www.networkworld.com/news/2009/102609-guardian-jobs-site-falls-
victim.html?hpg1=bn 

Internet Alert Dashboard 

To report cyber infrastructure incidents or to request information, please contact US-CERT at sos@us-cert.gov or 
visit their Website: http://www.us-cert.gov. 
 
Information on IT information sharing and analysis can be found at the IT ISAC (Information Sharing and 
Analysis Center) Website: https://www.it-isac.org/.  

 
[Return to top]  

Communications Sector 

41. October 26, Los Angeles Times – (California) Court says cities have the right to bar 
telecommunications towers. In Palos Verdes Estates, where the first home builders 80 
years ago had to pass muster before an “art jury,” it came as little surprise when city 
fathers nixed wireless telecommunications contraptions that would clash with the 
community’s carefully nurtured ambience and obstruct ocean vistas. “When you move 
to a community, you want cell coverage, but you also want beauty and aesthetics,” said 
an attorney who helped the city wage a legal battle against Sprint. Earlier this month, 
the U.S. 9th Circuit Court of Appeals sided with the seaside community, ruling that city 
officials could bar the construction of unsightly cellular towers. The city’s victory was 
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hailed by urban planners concerned about the proliferation of visual blight in the name 
of technological progress. Like Palos Verdes Estates, San Francisco, San Diego 
County, La CaÃ±ada Flintridge and other communities have fought the purveyors of 
cellular service in court on aesthetic grounds and, for the most part, have won. The 
recent legal disputes, planners say, could encourage telecommunications companies to 
develop more creative alternatives amenable to residents’ concerns - or spur more 
litigation. Sprint had argued that the city’s rejection of two wireless construction 
projects on aesthetic grounds violated the 1996 Telecommunications Act, which bars 
municipalities from action that constitutes “a prohibition on the provision of wireless 
service.” A Sprint spokesman would say only that the company was “disappointed with 
the decision because of its potential impact on wireless coverage.” He declined to 
speculate on how the ruling might affect other pending projects denied building 
permits, including two similar wireless towers rejected by La CaÃ±ada Flintridge. 
Source: http://www.latimes.com/news/local/la-me-ugly-telecoms26-
2009oct26,0,5439620.story 

42. October 23, KTVX 4 Salt Lake City – (Utah) National Security Agency to build 
secretive data center in Utah. An intelligence official says the National Security 
Agency will build a secretive electronic data center at a National Guard camp in Utah. 
The deputy director for the Office of National Intelligence for Collection says the data 
center will be dedicated to protecting the nation from cyber-attacks. But that may be 
only part of the data center’s mission. Utah news reports based on federal budget 
documents have described the center as a collection point for surveillance of domestic 
and international telecommunications. The deputy director refused to say exactly what 
would go on at the data center. He was at the Utah Capitol on Friday along with the 
governor of Utah and Utah’s congressional delegation to talk about the $1.6 billion 
project. 
Source: http://www.abc4.com/content/news/top stories/story/National-Security-
Agency-to-build-secretive-data/N2-hF2i5Qk6iB1B6LaaVxg.cspx 

43. October 23, The Register – (International) Hotspot sniffer eavesdrops on iPhone in 
real-time. People who use public WiFi to make iPhone calls or conduct video 
conferences take heed: It just got a lot easier to monitor your conversations in real time. 
At a talk scheduled for October 24 at the Toorcon hacker conference in San Diego, two 
security researchers plan to show the latest advances in the open-source UCSniff tool 
for penetrating voice-over-internet-protocol systems. With a few clicks of a mouse, 
they will eavesdrop on a call between two audience members using popular iPhone 
applications that route the calls over the conference network. For more than a year, 
UCSniff has provided everything a hacker needs to plug a laptop into a network and 
within seconds begin intercepting VoIP transmissions. But until now, the program has 
allowed eavesdroppers to reassemble the conversations only after they were concluded, 
a limitation that was far from the elite bugging capabilities shown in Mission 
Impossible and other spy thrillers. “As the private call is in progress, we can see and 
hear what is happening,” said a developer of UCSniff and director of Viper Labs, the 
research arm of security firm Sipera Systems. “There’s real-time violation of 
confidentiality.” In addition to monitoring voice conversations as they happen, UCSniff 

http://www.abc4.com/content/news/top%20stories/story/National-Security-Agency-to-build-secretive-data/N2-hF2i5Qk6iB1B6LaaVxg.cspx
http://www.abc4.com/content/news/top%20stories/story/National-Security-Agency-to-build-secretive-data/N2-hF2i5Qk6iB1B6LaaVxg.cspx
http://www.latimes.com/news/local/la-me-ugly-telecoms26-2009oct26,0,5439620.story
http://www.latimes.com/news/local/la-me-ugly-telecoms26-2009oct26,0,5439620.story
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can also bug video conferences in real time. The developer said he and a fellow Viper 
Labs researcher plan to show those capabilities at Toorcon as well.  
Source: http://www.theregister.co.uk/2009/10/23/iphone_voip_sniffing_made_easy/ 

For another story, see item 38  
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Commercial Facilities Sector 
 

Nothing to report 
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National Monuments and Icons Sector 
 

Nothing to report 
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Dams Sector 

44. October 26, Associated Press and The Springfield Republican – (Massachusetts) Feds 
search for inert bombs in Mass. reservoir. State and military officials are looking for 
bombs that were dropped in the Quabbin Reservoir in Massachusetts and the 
surrounding land around World War II, but say they pose no danger. The area was used 
between 1941 and 1951 for target practice by the U.S. Army Air Force operating out of 
Westover air base. Officials say the 100-pound bombs were not explosive, but filled 
with sand and small amounts of black powder to create puffs of smoke so observers 
could see where they landed. The Republican of Springfield reports that the U.S. Army 
Corps of Engineers is overseeing the investigation through the Defense Department’s 
Formerly Used Defense Sites program. The Massachusetts Water Resources Authority 
says any bombs under the 39-square mile reservoir’s surface present no environmental 
risk. 
Source: http://www.masslive.com/newsflash/index.ssf?/base/national-
76/1256562038122300.xml&storylist=massnews 

45. October 22, Minnesota Public Radio – (Minnesota; North Dakota) Fargo-Moorhead 
grapples with prospect of $1 billion flood diversion plans. The Army Corp of 
Engineers has been crunching numbers for months to find the most cost-effective flood 
control options for the cities of Fargo, North Dakota, and Moorhead, Minnesota. This 
past spring, Fargo-Moorhead narrowly averted a catastrophic flood. The Army Corps of 
Engineers is developing plans for levees or diversion ditches to protect the cities during 
a flood. Many people say this is the right moment for a permanent solution to the yearly 
flood worries. For the past two evenings, hundreds of Fargo-Moorhead residents 
attended public meetings to learn about potential flood control projects. Some were 

http://www.masslive.com/newsflash/index.ssf?/base/national-76/1256562038122300.xml&storylist=massnews
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opposed to the diversions fearing relocation or loss of property. However, many Fargo-
Moorhead residents favor a diversion ditch to route part of the Red River around the 
cities. The ditches could be from a quarter- to a half-mile wide and 15 to 20 miles long. 
The project has a price tag projected to be near $1 billion. The Army Corps of 
Engineers needs input in the next month from local officials on which plan they prefer. 
The Corps wants to narrow the project options to one by January. A Moorhead city 
engineer said there are more questions than answers for many residents, but he said it is 
critical everyone agree to support a plan. Without local concensus, the Corps will not 
build a flood control project. The earliest construction could start is 2012 and the 
project would take at least four years to complete.  
Source: http://minnesota.publicradio.org/display/web/2009/10/22/fargo-moorhead-
flood-control/ 
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